
5 - I WISH I COULD 

There are a lot of things, 

I wish I could be. 

Like a diver, 

Down under the sea. 

 

Or an astronaut roving, 

Way up high. 

Or a pilot, 

Flying planes in the sky. 

 



Or a cricketer, 

Hitting every ball for a six. 

Or an engineer, 

Who everything can fix. 

  

Or a doctor, 

Taking care of the sick. 

A chef after whose dishes, 

Your fingers you will lick. 

  

But here comes Mum, 

With samosas for tea. 

And at times like this, 



I'm glad I'm me. 

       

Anonymous   

New Words 

Word       Pronunciation       Meaning 

diver -         डाइवअ(र्)        - गोताखोर 

chef -             शॅफ़               -बावच� 

pilot -         पाइलट्     - हवाई जहाज़ चालक 

roving -         रो�वङ           - घूमना 

glad -             �लैड्             -�स� 

Comprehension Questions 

1. Answer the following questions : 



a. Where does a diver dive? 

b. What does an engineer do? 

c. Write the names of professions mentioned in the poem. 

d. Which profession according to you is the best? 

e. Which is your favourite dish cooked by your mother? 

Word Power 

1. Choose the correct profession for the following persons from
the words given in the box. One is done for you : 

astronaut, lawyer, accountant 

architect, pilot, actor, chef 

a. A person who travels in a spacecraft  Astronaut 

b. A person who flies plane in the sky _______ 

c. A person who is a chief cook in a hotel  _______ 

d. A person who keeps an account of money _______ 

e. A person who designs buildings  _______ 

f. A person who does acting on stage or in films  _______ 

g. A person who practises law  _______ 



2. Who are they 

a. My mother helps sick people. She is a _______ . 

b. My uncle fights fires. He is a _______ . 

c. My father serves food in a hotel. He is a _______ . 

d. My aunt teaches maths. She is a _______ . 

Activity 

» Discuss with your friends, what do you want to become when you
will grow up and why?


